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This session outlined the responsibilities of the Steering Committee, how the IUG 
interacts with Innovative Interfaces, and explained the many functions and programs 
offered by the IUG. 
 
The Innovative Users' Group was formed in 1991. It is an organization of libraries and 
institutions using the Innopac and Millennium systems. The IUG is completely 
independent from Innovative Interfaces, although the company provides many important 
services including financial assistance for the annual conference and program support. 
The company's relationship with the IUG is symbiotic, i.e. everyone benefits. 
 
The IUG is led by the Steering Committee consisting of the chair, vice-chair, past chair, 
secretary, treasurer, and four members at large. All nine members volunteer their services 
to the organization. They meet three times a year, at the annual IUG conference and at the 
annual and mid-winter ALA conferences.  
 
Membership in IUG costs $60/year and brings many benefits. These include access to the 
online discussion list, conference proceedings and IUG website 
(http://www.innovativeusers.org/). Each member library/institution has a vote in the 
important enhancements process. 
 
The annual conference focuses on Innovative's products and the company. New users 
may attend special sessions and activities the day before the conference begins. 
Innovative also offers pre-conference training for existing users. Over 120 programs are 
offered by IUG members and Innovative Interfaces staff during the three-day conference. 
Poster sessions, placement center, birds of a feather meetings, vendor demos and the 
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Internet room are some of the other services offered. There are many opportunities to 
meet and talk with fellow conference attendees and Innovative staff during the annual 
meeting. Next year the IUG conference will be held in San Jose, California at the 
Fairmont Hotel, April 25-28, 2003. 
 
Useful information about IUG, its services and meetings can be found on the IUG 
website. Main sections include the directory of Innovative customers and the IUG 
membership roster, meeting information, enhancements and frequently asked questions. 
The Innopac list, an open forum for discussion, is a very effective tool for sharing 
information and obtaining answers to hardware and software problems. Instructions for 
subscribing and recommendations for list etiquette can be found on the IUG website. 
 
Coordination of the enhancement process is another important IUG service. While 
Innovative uses many sources to develop and improve its products, the IUG enhancement 
lists are particularly important because they represent a consensus among users regarding 
essential enhancements. Any Innovative library may submit an enhancement request. 
Functional experts review and group these requests into 18 categories. The top 15 
requests in each category are presented to the IUG membership for voting once a year. 
The top vote getting requests are sent on to Innovative for consideration.  
 
Innovative Interfaces' relationship with the IUG is symbiotic. The company looks to the 
IUG members for ideas to improve its services and products. Many ideas originate out of 
discussions at the annual conference, however Innovative libraries may contact the 
company throughout the year with questions and suggestions for improved service. 
During the annual IUG conference Innovative staff participate in many sessions including 
product showcases, training workshops, service forums and focus groups.  
 
CSDirect has been evolving based on IUG member input. This online service from 
Innovative offers options to submit and view service calls, review lists of known issues, 
access documentation and tutorials, download software and much more. In the future a 
new service on CSDirect will identify how long something takes to get done. 
 
Improvements in the implementation process, transition to Millennium, and training 
programs were all based on input from IUG members. 
 
Innovative encourages its new customers to join IUG because it recognizes that the 
organization gives its members strength and continues the mutually beneficial 
relationship between the company and its customers. 
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